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Corner Code Assembly Machine

Corner Code Assembly Machine Performance Features:

Model Sheet thickness(mm) Fluid pressure(Mpa) Weight(kg)
Dimensions(mm)

L*W*H

PC-12 1.2 0.6~0.8 450 1500*800*1050

It's used for installing rectangular duct corner code automatically to replace workers, This machine is
easy to operate, it will take about 6 seconds to complete the installation for one corner and it replaces
installing for the corner by hand completely, which is fast, time saving and effective, and this corner code
assembly machine can make the rectangular duct connected better. Corner code assembly machine is
the necessary equipment for rectangular duct production, this corner code assembly machine work with
duct corner punching machine when the angle corner produced from duct corner punching machine,
then the corner code assembly machine will automatically install the corner code onto the rectangular
duct. BLKMA brand has always been a professional manufacturer of rectangular duct machinery, we can
provide customers with very professional purchasing advice to help customers more reasonable match
and choose the corresponding machines for saving cost and improve work efficiency. At the same time,
the rectangular duct machine can provide the corresponding motor power and voltage according to the
customer's local power environment to ensure customers in different parts of the world can safely use
BLKMA’s rectangular duct machine. We will customize the model according to the guest's requirement.
Meeting the needs of our guests is our first goal, and the goal we are constantly working on. This duct
corner punching machine is designed by us for a long time, and it will be more accurate in the
production process, stability has also been greatly improved. And it's much safer and easier to operate.
The BLKMA brand is the best choice, The biggest feature of this corner code assembly machine is the
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convenience of movement. It can be moved anywhere and start to work. Very convenient and practical,
cost-effective also very high. Can solve a lot of trouble for the customer.

Corner Code Assembly Machine Basic Configuration:

One motor

One electronic box

One control electric system

One cylinder

One foot switch

Four pulley
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